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The Basic series includes 2 models and it was recently developed to extend the range of JOSKIN rear implements in order to meet smaller 
tanker owners’ specific needs and therefore provide them with a quality spreading solution at an attractive price.

Pendi-Basic booms are first of all characterised by their outstanding ease of use. This feature can already be seen when the booms are fit-
ted on the tanker: no linkage nor rear buttress is necessary. These booms are designed to be directly fitted on the rear manhole (diameter: 
600 mm).  They can therefore be fitted on both new and existing machines, without any pre-equipment.

These booms are also characterised by their high autonomy. Thanks to the automaton that is directly connected to the tractor, they have all 
the necessary electro-hydraulic equipment for a proper working.

The presence of many high-tech specifications, such as a Scalper vertical macerator, the Twist anti-drip system or the Lock-Matic folding 
system, ensures an even better quality, whereby they provide the same comfort of use and spreading efficiency as a company machine.

Even if they have the same structure, both Pendi-Basic models meet specific needs:

PENDISLIDE-BASIC MODELS
Models Spreading 

width (m)
Number 

of outlets
Row 

spacing 
(cm)

Weight 
(kg)

60/24PS1 6 1x24 24/25 N.A.

75/30PS1 7.5 1x36 30/25 940

Penditwist Basic: Thanks to the line spreading hoses close to the 
ground, this spreading boom allows to lay the slurry at the foot of 
the plant without slowing down its growth. It is therefore an imple-
ment that is particularly suited to the fertilization of arable lands.

Pendislide Basic: With the skids applying a constant pressure on 
the ground while moving apart the vegetation, this boom ensures 
a precise distribution of the slurry as close as possible to the roots 
without dirtying the leaves or fodder. These features make of this 
spreading boom an implement that is particularly suited to the 
fertilization of meadows. 

PENDITWIST-BASIC MODELS
Models Spreading 

width (m)
Number 

of outlets
Row 

spacing 
(cm)

Weight 
(kg)

60/24RP1 6 1x24 24/25 N.A.

75/30RP1 7.5 1x36 30/25 880


